Colleagues,

Please join me in congratulating the following faculty for receiving Provost’s Learning Innovation Grants for 2013-2014. You will be able to view their proposals on the new PLIG website.

**Focus Grants**
*Provides funds for faculty to develop or apply an innovative mode or model of teaching and learning that directly supports an RIT priority.*

Sandi Connelly (College of Science, Gosnell School of Life Sciences) “Implementing the Flipped Class Model to Engage All Students in a Large General Education Biology Course”

Bruce Hartpence (GCCIS, IST) “Flipping Virtualization”

**Exploration Grants**
*Provides seed funds for faculty to investigate an innovative mode or model of teaching and learning in terms of its potential to positively impact student outcomes and the student experience at RIT.*


Michael Palanski (SCB, Management) “Anonymous Peer-Reviewed Writing”

Peter Schmidt (International Business, Croatia) “Promoting Flipped Classrooms at RIT's European Campuses”

Bharat Bhole and Bríd G. Hanna (COLA, Economics) “Developing Computer-based Experiments to Teach Economics Principles”


Mario Gomes (Engineering, Mechanical Engineering) “Effect of competition on students in freshman design/build classes”

**Implementation Grants**
*Provide funds for faculty to implement an innovative mode or model of teaching and learning, which has been shown to positively impact student outcomes and the student experience at RIT.*

Rob Garrick (CAST, MMET) “TRiLE – Technology Rich Interactive Learning Environment”

Richard Mislan (GCCIS, Computing Security) “MobiSploit”
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